A vector space X with algebra of all linear maps L(X) from X into itself and the ideal of all finite dimensional linear maps with dual (Conjugate) transformation T* to T from X' to itself form a relation in terms of relatively regular and linearly independent which is sufficient for mentioned title.
Introduction
Let X be a vector space, L(X)be the algebra of all linear map of X into itself and be the ideal of all finite dimensional linear maps L(X). Let X* be the algebraic dual space X with elements x*, y*,…… and T L(X), then we define by y*(x) = x*(Tx), x* X*,a linear form y* X*. The map is called the (algebraic) dual or conjugate transformation T* to T. It is a linear map of X* into itself and is uniquely characterized by < Tx, x*> = <x, T* x*>, x X, x* X* [1] . If X' is a linear subspace of X', therefore a vector space of linear forms, we denote by L(X') the set of all T L(X), whose dual transformation T* maps the space X' into itself.
Properties of dual transformation T*
(1) (T 1 +T 2 )* = T 1 * + T 2 * (2) (αT)* = αT* (3) (T 1 T 2 )*= T 2 * T 1 *
Definition (1):
If for a continuous operator T, there exists a continuous operator S with T S T = T, then T is called relatively regular.
Definition (2):
The algebra R R R R of operators on a vector space is called normal, if every finite dimensional operator T from R R R R is relatively R R R R -regular. by γ (X'). γ (X') is an algebra if E is a topological vector space with dual space E' then γ (E')= F(E).
Theorem (1.3):
If X is a vector space and X' is a total, then γ (X') is saturated; every super algebra. i.e. γ (X') is normal.
Proof: If {x 1 ,……..,x n } is linearly independent subset and {y 1 ,…….,y n } arbitrary from X, then by definition. (2) corresponding to the elements x 1 ,…….,x n there exist linear forms x' 1 ,…….x' n on X' such that
. Since x' is total, we define T by
Hence γ (X') is saturated.
Lemma(1):T*(X') ⊂ X'. And L(X') is an algebra containing I. 
Conclusions
The super algebra of a saturated operator is again saturated [5] . Every saturated operators of algebra R R R R is normal. If E is a topological vector space with total dual space E', then L(E) is always saturated.
But if L(E)
is not normal for every topological vector space E, then L(E) is not always saturated [6] .
